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NO TWO TANKS
ARE THE SAME

Brock Trotter Chemical Engineer / Market Analyst, PEMY Consulting, LLC

Tank owners and companies have numerous incentives
to extend the longevity of their tank assets, reduce
downtime, ensure personnel safety and protection of
the environment and public interests.

S

torage tanks are expensive
structures (often with large
quantities of hazardous
materials in them) that
deteriorate over the course of their
life cycle. In some instances, tanks are
removed from service unnecessarily or
prematurely, wasting time and money.
Worse, the premature outage works
to unnecessarily drain resources from
important corporate goals.

Figure 1 (left) Finite Element
Analysis of Bottom to Shell Joint

include: deferral of internal inspections,
settlement, project prioritisation, tank
calibration, weld cracking, brittle fracture,
corrosion, hurricane preparedness, seismic
vulnerability, overfills, piping issues,
risk-based inspections, risk reduction
projects, fire scenarios, and more. These
Tank engineering analysts and
issues are best managed by understanding
consultants can provide tank facility
key management objectives such
owners and operators with the
as the design life of the tank,
confidence and assurance that
its importance, the client’s
their tank assets will remain
tolerable risk criteria, the
TANK LIFE
operable, safe and incident
impact that an incident
CYCLE
free even when undergoing
can have on the client’s
MANAGEMENT
the relentless ravages of
reputation, financial
objectives and so on.
age-related deterioration. Some
Once these high-level
common problems associated
issues are identified and understood,
with tank life cycle management
then engineering analysis can provide
the information needed about potential
failure modes under consideration while
aligning with the owner/operators’ goals.
Each relevant failure mode should be
approached individually to develop a
robust defence system for tank assets
consistent with corporate objectives.
Tank consulting groups composed
of experts from a variety of engineering
and business management disciplines
(mechanical, structural, chemical,
environmental, statistical, business financial
and geotechnical) can provide companies
with needed analyses that can prevent
Continued on page 16
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Figure 2 Finite Element Analysis
of Tank Shell

tools of decision, risk and management
systems that have been in use by some
Continued from page 15
consulting companies.
unnecessary out-of-service time and
The team at PEMY Consulting has
solutions to even the most difficult tank
been helping companies overcome many
issues. Good tank analysis utilises tank
of these difficult tank facility issues since
records and the operators experiences to
2010. Along the way we have developed
develop a holistic understanding of a tank
novel software solutions to approach many
and the environment in which it lives. No
prevailing problems. This allows our team
two tanks are the same, and each one has
to provide clients with high value results in
unique features that must be considered
the shortest time possible. Some software
when providing a tank inspection and
we have recently developed includes
subsequent analyses.
settlement analysis, storm preparedness,
Project management requires
seismic analysis, vapour cloud analysis, risk
many man-hours of work from experts
informed inspection programmes (RBI), and
with relevant experience, and it can often
project priority and decision-making systems
be of high value for an organisation
for tank, piping, project prioritisation
to enhance the usual way of
systems, and decision and risk
doing business by the use of a
assessment tools.
consulting firm to assist in the
When a tank is
FINITE
project prioritisation processes
removed from service after
ELEMENT
in a way that is technically
an incident then it is “too
ANALYSIS
sound and rational, but also
late”. But tanks taken out of
consistent with the many
service before it is necessary
project constraints that always
divert valuable resources away
exist (e.g. reduced budget this year,
from achieving corporate objectives.
boss has a political project that must be
Appropriately identifying these situations
completed, tank with a high risk of failure
and acting on them is where the payoff
that cannot come out of service, etc.).
lives. The informational aspect of the
Add to the mix, the complexity
decision processes that support the
of management having to choose from
service extension often rest largely on an
a menu of compliance projects, payout
API 579 Fitness for Service assessment.
projects, and projects that arise from the
This assessment can extend the working
fear of risk events. To the rescue, there
life of a tank and provide users with a
are management systems that focus on
holistic review of all relevant tank concerns.
exactly these difficult problems. These
Tanks are like any other piece of process
systems systematically and appropriately
equipment, and when inoperable do
address project funding and prioritisation
not produce value to the owner. For this
problems through processes that assist
reason, investment in a fitness for service
management with clarifying the muddy
assessment can save companies money
waters of arm waving by using proven
and produce valuable results for those
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operating and managing tank assets.
Finite Element Analysis (FEA) is
an advanced structural engineering
methodology used to determine whether
a tank, a pipe, a pressure vessel or other
component is safe from the dangers of brittle
failure, crack propagation, high stresses and
strains, plastic collapse, fatigue and so on.
FEA reveals where stresses focus to levels of
concern within various parts of the structure
and provide insight as to the structural
stability as well as the likelihood of failure
mechanisms becoming an issue. Figure 1
and Figure 2 show examples of FEA analysis
performed on a bottom-to-shell joint and
shell respectively. These work products can
be used with an API 579 fitness-for-service
to verify that a tank is safe for continued
operation or a change of service. These are
examples of industry best practices that can
add significant value to companies through
reduced downtime and liability.
Engineering excellence is more than
technical wizardry (which is a prerequisite to
excellence). It is experience and understanding
of the issues that face senior level managers all
the way to those people who are responsible
to implement the details of design, operation,
and execution of business objectives. Because
of this, we believe the optimal approach to
engineering requires understanding not just
the tank but the context in which it lives as
well as the corporate mindset of the client.
This means understanding the client corporate
culture, the facility asset risks from the
management perspective, the role in business
objectives, the needs of the clients, the ability
and perspective to propose solutions that may
be far different from those originally thought
to be best. Above all, the goal is to work in a
cooperative and constructive atmosphere
as a team.
For more information visit
www.pemyconsulting.com

